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PRODUCT SCHEMATIC

- Earbuds
- Silicone Eartip Covers

PAIRING INSTRUCTIONS

1.Power On
 - Take the Earbuds out of the case,they will Automatically Turn On.

3.Pairing
 - Open your smart device, and turn on the Bluetooth. Your device will 

perform a search for the local bluetooth device and shows “RC-5616”. 
Just click on this and the earbuds will be paired with your device.(This 

to the device once they are taken out ofthe Case)。
 -If the distance between the earbuds and the smart device is beyond 

  device, the Earbuds can connect back to the smart  device within the

Turn on only the earbud you wish to use and follow the same steps while keeping 

have successfully paired your Earbuds to a Bluetooth-enabled device, that device 
will recognize and remember your Earbuds for automatic re-pairing. This means that 
the next time you wish to use your Earbuds with the same smart device, pairing will 
happen automatically and without the need to revisit your device’s Bluetooth display
screen.

CHARGING

Insert the EARBUES into their corresponding charging CHAMBER in the case, 
respectively marked L and R. Insert the included Type-C USB charging cable into
theside of the charging case and connect to a power source.

fully charged.
When the Battery voltage drops to 3.3V, the Earbuds prompts you to "Battery Low" 

- Type-C Charging Cable
- User Mamual

Charging Pin
USB Charging Port

Multi-function Button

Press and hold the Right MF buttons for 1second

Press and hold the left MF buttons for 1second

Q1: Pairing fails
1)Make sure the earbuds and your Bluetooth device are next to each other or within 

meters and there are no obstacles between. 
2)There are no signal interferences nearby check the question "Connection is not 

stable for signal interference conditions".
3)Try to reboot your Bluetooth device. 

 Q2: I paired the earbuds with my phone before, but I failed to pair them with my 
        phone again.

RC-5616 " 

Q3: Power runs out fast
       The earbuds playtime varies according to the volume level and audio content.   
       Please put the earbuds back into the charging case to avoid unnecessary power 
       consumption

Q4: The earbuds which are being charged in the charging case reconnect to my phone. 
       When the charging case is out of power during charging, the earbuds will automatically
        turn on and reconnect to the last paired Bluetooth device.

FAQ

 FCC ID: 2A3ZORC-5616  




